Introducing the VASER® Shape MC1™ System

• VASER Shape MC1 is an innovative, non-invasive ultrasound and massage system with specialized handpieces for:
  • Ultrasound Physiotherapy/ Diathermy
  • Zonal Lymphatic Massage

• The MC1 System can shape the body by:
  • Temporarily reducing the appearance of cellulite
  • Improving blood circulation and lymphatic drainage
  • Reducing postoperative pain and swelling
The VASER Shape MC1™ is indicated for:

A) Therapeutic Massager
   1. Provides temporary relief of minor muscle aches and pains
   2. Relieves muscle spasms
   3. Temporarily improves local blood circulation
   4. Temporarily reduces the appearance of cellulite

B) Ultrasonic Diathermy
   1. Relief of pain
   2. Muscle spasms
   3. Joint contractures
   4. Not for treatment of malignancies
Ultrasound Handpiece

- Hand-held unit with dual ultrasound transducer heads that deliver a double beam of 1 MHz ultrasound frequency modulated at 20 – 60 kHz.
- Dual transducers are used to direct an overlapping, controlled ultrasound beam to a set subcutaneous fatty-tissue depth.
- Variable power and frequency modulation settings can be tailored to patient tolerance.
- Lightweight handpiece is easy to move and control.
- On/Off Controls (one on each side of handpiece) for immediate activation or deactivation of ultrasound energy.
The ultrasound beams overlap and treat fatty tissue between about 1cm and 5cm below the surface of the skin.

Acoustic thermal and acoustic mechanical effects warm the treatment area and temporarily change the characteristics of the underlying fatty tissue layer.
Zonal Massage Handpiece

- Vacuum-Assisted Massage
- Helps to open the lymph nodes pre-treatment
- Alleviates the need for manual lymphatic massage to open lymph nodes
- Different membrane options available for lymphatic massage and drainage
- Variable vacuum strength (Light to Very Strong)
• The vacuum handpiece stimulates the lymphatic system to drain away excess toxins and lipids for removal from the body.

• At the same time, it increases local blood circulation.

• The handpiece can also be used to help open lymph nodes pre- and post-treatment.
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